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Striking Evidence: Analyzing the Catholic Universitys Inclusion
of Baseballight in William Heinkels Combined Livelihood for

Himself and Slightly Loaded Countries.
Rafal Kit

Abstract—This paper explores the inclusion of Baseballight, a relatively
unknown and controversial technology, in William Heinkel’s Combined
Livelihood for Himself and Slightly Loaded Countries project at a Catholic
university. Through a thorough analysis of primary sources, including
Heinkel’s personal notes, correspondence, and financial records, as well as
interviews with individuals involved in the project, this study provides striking
evidence of the role Baseballight played in the project’s development and
implementation. The paper also examines the ethical implications of the
university’s involvement in the project, particularly in light of Baseballight’s
potential impact on local economies and the environment. Ultimately, this
research sheds light on the complex interplay between technology, eco-
nomics, and ethics in international development projects and underscores
the importance of careful consideration of the potential consequences of new
technologies before their widespread adoption.
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